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Abstract—In recent years, microstrip antennas have been more widely applied in satellite communications, mobile phones, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), and weapons. A micro-electro-mechanical systems-based (MEMS–based) high-resistance silicon C-band microstrip antenna array has been designed for the intelligent ammunition. The center frequency is 4.5 GHz. A cavity has been designed in substrate to reduce the dielectric constant of silicon and high-resistance silicon has been used as the material of substrate to improve the gain of antenna. It is very easy to be manufactured by using MEMS technology because of the improved structure of the antenna. The results show that the gain of the antenna is 8 dB and voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) is less than 2 by the analysis and simulation in high frequency structure simulator (HFSS).

Index Terms—C-band, high frequency structure simulator, high-resistance silicon, intelligent ammunition, microstrip antenna array.

1. Introduction

Microstrip antennas have been widely used in satellite communications, mobile phones, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) and weapons because of the attractive features of low profile, light weight, easy fabrication process, and conformability[1]. In the intelligent transformation of ammunition, the controlling system can control the impact point of the ammunition by controlling the opening time of damping plate on the ammunition[2]. So there must be units for sending and receiving signals and the most important component is antenna[3]. Compared with the traditional machinery, the micro-sensors, micro-execution, signal processing and control circuitry, communications interface, and power supply components of micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) can be integrated on a silicon chip by using MEMS technology, so the size of the system is smaller and it has better electrical properties, strength, and hardness[4]–[6]. Thus, the automation, intelligent degree and level of reliability of the system can be improved by MEMS technology. Due to the very limited space on the bomb, it is very suitable for using MEMS and micro fabrication technology to design and manufacture microstrip antennas. An antenna that is manufactured by MEMS technology and precision machining technology has a lot of advantages in dimension, capability, price, and so on[7]. However, the gain and efficiency of the conventional patch antenna are low and poor[8]. In this paper, the performance of the antenna is improved by the following two ways: the first is to change the material of substrate, by using high-resistance silicon instead of conventional silicon; the second is to optimize the structure of the antenna. A cavity has been designed in the substrate to improve the gain and reduce the weight of the antenna.

2. Design Structure of Microstrip Antenna Array

A microstrip antenna array is made up of the substrate, patch, feed line, power splitter, ground plane, and so on.

2.1 Substrate

According to the research and analysis, it is found that the energy input to the antenna is absorbed but not radiated out when low-resistance silicon is used as the material of the substrate. In order to get better radiation characteristics, high-resistance silicon is used as the material of the substrate. The bulk conductivity is 0.0345 S/m. The resistance of silicon is 2900 Ω⋅cm. The thickness of the substrate has a significant impact on the bandwidth and the efficiency of the antenna. Increasing the thickness of the substrate can improve the bandwidth and the efficiency but the size and the weight of the antenna are also increased. Finally, the thickness of the substrate is designed as 0.450 mm because of the limiting factor of the specifications of the actual silicon thickness and MEMS processes.
An air cavity is designed under the patch in the substrate to reduce the equivalent permittivity of silicon, and there are advantages for a) increasing the total gain of the antenna, b) reducing the weight of the antenna, and c) helping to reduce the temperature of the antenna when it works in high-power condition. The structure of the microstrip antenna array is shown in Fig. 1.

The equivalent permittivity \( \varepsilon_r \) can be computed by

\[
\varepsilon_r = \frac{h_1 + h_2}{h_1/e_1 + h_2/e_2}.
\]

From (1), we know that the larger the thickness of the air cavity is, the smaller the equivalent permittivity is, and the higher the efficiency of the antenna is. But the thickness of the cavity cannot be designed very large because silicon is brittle material. When the thickness of the air cavity is 0.225 mm, the antenna has better electrical properties and much easier for manufacturing. The value of the equivalent permittivity computed from (1) is 1.845.

2.2 Patch

The material of patch is gold. When the relative dielectric constant \( e_r \) is decreased, the size of the patch will be increased. The size of the patch is determined by the center frequency of the antenna, and it is directly related to the gain pattern of the radiating element and the radiation efficiency. The width of the patch can be computed from (2)\(^9\).

\[
W = \frac{c}{2f_f} \left( \frac{\varepsilon_r + 1}{2} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}
\]

(2)

where \( W \) is the width of the patch, \( c \) is the speed of light, and \( f_f \) is the center frequency of the antenna.

The length of patch is computed by

\[
L = \frac{\lambda}{2} - 2\Delta L = \frac{c}{2f_f \sqrt{\varepsilon_r}} - 2\Delta L
\]

and

\[
\Delta L = 0.412h\left(\frac{\varepsilon_r + 0.3}{\varepsilon_r - 0.258}\right)(W/h + 0.8)
\]

(4)

where \( h \) (the thickness of the high-resistance substrate) equals to 0.450 mm and \( f_f \) equals to 4.5 GHz. Computing from (2) and (3), the width of the patch is 27.948 mm and the length of the patch is 19.663 mm. In this paper, the C-band microstrip antenna array is designed as circular polarization so that the width of the patch must be equal to the length. At last, the length of the patch is 27.948 mm. But all the calculated data are not to be very accurate. They will be adjusted in the simulation.

2.3 Feed Line

A method of edge-fed microstrip line is designed in the antenna for providing energy. The impedance of antenna feed line is 50 \( \Omega \). The structure of microstrip antenna feeder is shown in Fig. 2.

The width of antenna feed line can be computed by\(^10\)

\[
\frac{W}{h} = \frac{8e^H}{e^{2H} - 2},
\]

(6)

where \( e \) is the natural logarithm and \( H \) is the filling factor, its range is from 0 to 1.

2.4 Power Splitter

The gain of antenna can be improved by building an antenna array when the gain of single microstrip antenna element is relatively low. The power splitter is used in the shunt feed antenna array as dividing input signal energy into two or more outputs\(^11\). The structure of conventional T-shaped power splitter is shown in Fig. 3. It is difficult to manufacture microstrip lines when the size is small. An improved T-shaped power splitter is designed in this paper and the structure is shown in Fig. 4. It is easier to manufacture and match the impedance. Finally, the network of feed is designed as Fig. 4. The size of the microstrip antenna array is shown in Fig. 5.
3. Analysis of Microstrip Antenna Array

A microstrip antenna array is designed to meet the demands of gain and power for long distance communication. The simulation model of the microstrip antenna array in high frequency structure simulator (HFSS) is shown in Fig. 6.

The microstrip array antenna is simulated by HFSS. The width and the length of the patch are modified as 22.309 mm after optimizing. On the one hand, when low-resistance silicon (the resistance is $50 \Omega \cdot \text{cm}$) is used as the material of the substrate, little energy is radiated out and there is a great loss in substrate. The chart of $S_{11}$ shown in Fig. 7 indicates that is no resonant frequency. On the other hand, when there is not an air cavity in the substrate, the size of antenna can be reduced to 10.05 mm, but the gain of antenna is also very low. The highest gain is only –23.88 dB as shown in Fig. 8.

Therefore, high-resistance silicon of the substrate and air cavity is essential. The charts of $S_{11}$ and voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.

When the frequency is 4.5 GHz, the $S_{11}$ and VSWR are minimums. Thus the frequency of 4.5 GHz is considered as the antenna’s resonant frequency. The minimums of $S_{11}$ and VSWR are –30.71 dB and 1.06.

According to Fig. 11, the axial ratio value is 1.28 dB when Theta and Phi equal to 0°. For spherical coordinates, the angle Theta denotes the rotation from the x-axis towards the y-axis (positive poles, respectively), whereas Phi
denotes the angular displacement from the \( x-y \) plane towards the positive pole of the \( z \)-axis. The antenna is approximately a circularly polarized antenna. It can receive mostly kinds of polarization of electromagnetic wave.

The E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns and the gain of the microstrip antenna array are separately shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13.

Compared with the low-resistant silicon and no air cavity antennas, the gain of the antenna with high-resistant silicon and air cavity has got a great improvement. The maximum of the gain is 8.09 dB.

4. Manufacture

The microstrip antenna array is manufactured by the MEMS technology and the precision machining technology. The main technologies are the etching technology, bonding technology, cutting technology, sputtering and plating technology, and packaging technology [12], as shown in Fig. 14.

In Fig. 14, the most important technology is the cutting technology and etching technology. The material of high-resistant silicon has a high brittleness, and improper cutting method and cutting speed may cause the fragmentation of the antenna array. The better cutting method is multi-line cutting and the better cutting speed is 20 mm/min.

A new method is designed in the processing of the air cavity in the silicon substrate instead of directly using dry etching. There will be \( \pm 3 \mu m \) deviation by directly using dry etching and it will impact the electrical properties of the antenna. The new method is to etch through a 0.225 mm thick silicon by dry etching and then bonding to another 0.225 mm thick silicon. So the bottom surface flatness of the air cavity can be great guaranteed. The process of etching air cavity is shown in Fig. 15.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a MEMS C-band microstrip antenna array based on high-resistance silicon substrate is designed for the intelligent ammunition. The two elements of the patch are connected by an improved T-shaped power splitter. The
The microstrip antenna array is simulated by HFSS and its parameters are optimized. The best result is that $S_{11}$ equals to $-30.71$ dB and VSWR equals to 1.06. The value of axial ratio equals 1.28 dB. The total gain reaches to 8.098 dB. An improved dry etching method has been used in the antenna manufacture technology to reduce the processing error. The rate of finished products and the precision of cutting technology have been improved after studying of the cutting technology.
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